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Bereft from the bother of being an ensemble, each artwork affirms its
narration and its individual history. It is a return to form that expresses
itself freely, with a new vision of space and volume. This is the starting
point of new subtleties that constitute a whole. Ebbed on a few distinct
axes, sometimes echoing the pictorial movement of Malcolm de Chazal,
its backgrounds stand out and are structured to better adapt and accommodate its forms. A few distinct pieces - such as this monumental work,
PVC-mounted and built with tar spray and lacquered paint - evoke an
ambivalence: this point between the past and the future where purification took its role to heart, becoming the source of each space and each
singular composition.

He proposes an evolving collection, where the preserved layers become unique details of his new artwork. The creation takes place amidst a
subtle balance between anticipated movement and the moment’s emotion. Similar to the “Support / Surfaces” movement, which counts Claude
Viallat as one of its founders, Gaël gives equal importance to the artistic
media, the materials, the creative gestures and the final piece. We see a
split from his past work, close to graphic design and illustration, and this
new universe. A universe which constantly shifts between his primitive
and tribal roots and his fresh alluring abstract reflection, through each of
its features and colours; a domain that leads to an exploration of emotions, and which simultaneously offers compositions that mix multiple stories. Stories, sometimes personal, and always close to people.

PATRON

The dedication to enabling tomorrow is the commitment made by the patron to his community.

Rogers Capital’s commitment is reflected by the new exhibition curated THE THIRD DOT with the Mauritian artist, Gael Froget. Supporting art, in all
its forms, is a key element of our DNA. Artistic creation goes hand in hand with our founding values of innovation, agility and excellence.

Rogers Capital believes in establishing interdisciplinarity at the time of training to give the creative imagination the opportunity to contribute in increasingly complex situations, such as the business world. As organisations are seen as responsible for frequent changes, whether they are structural
or environmental, we must be prepared to avoid any sense of instability that might impede decision-making.

You must be ready to be jostled, shocked, instantly lose your bearings and have the ability to imagine other ways of doing things.

The visual arts as they are exposed and occur today to disrupt, disturb, shift the traditional perception. They force to find new criterias to ensure
that the approaches evolve with technology. Forming future managers should enable them to broaden their knowledge, to refine their interpretation
skills, to harness the power of invention and to adapt. Even more important is the range of areas in which creativity is involved in managerial work,
which examines ethics or change management, to question certainties, to interpret new situations, to invent appropriate strategies. Even if there
is a gap between art and managerial situations, the individual confronted with one or the other must appeal to his imagination, to his capacity of
interpretation and to his judgment.

The field of action of the manager shows that a real situation is an overdetermined case, a reality that the theory does not always provide an answer
to. It is the manager’s ability to interpret a situation and to show a vision that will prove his effectiveness. It is this quest for meaning that art demonstrates and that Rogers Capital aspires to.
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Therefore arises a detachment from his original free, marginal and spontaneous painting. The artist constructs a modified, more reflective and
more challenging work environment. He does so without prohibiting himself to participate in collective and experimental exhibitions - such as
at the “Cité Mécanique” exhibition in 2017; and Vandalise This!, a duo
exhibition with Yoshi Its at the Miaja Gallery in Singapore – Gaël Froget
uses his passionate research to enable the reinvention of his own style.
His raw visual identity blended with newly chartered territory leads to a
form of semi-abstract art.

After his solo exhibition of 2015, the artist reckoned that the moment
- and especially the need - had come to direct his work towards unexplored territories. All in an effort to create a mindful link with a diversity of
resources which have been scattered throughout the history of Art. Gaël
Froget thus delves into the past, assimilating the creativity of Man and
the profound genius that some have offered the world of Art. The artist
immerses himself in mainstream currents and movements – often disquieting – of Fine Art over the centuries. A structured academic journey
is henceforth set in motion. Amidst this voyage, Gaël Froget explores
his experimental and observational skills, combined with new creative
techniques. His dense itinerary paves its way across street art, pop art,
abstract art, expressionism or calligraphy. The influence of the expressionist movements of the 1960s, that of Korean art, Pierre Soulages’s
“Outrenoir”, or Rothko’s colour fields allow him to deconstruct his own
work, to minimise certain aspects of it, and to put forth the vibrant and the
primordial. He exchanges with the local art scene, spending a considerable amount of time with artist friends, from whom he constantly draws
inspiration. Gaël Froget positions the human being at the heart of his
musings, his direct influences, his creative process and communication.
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The work of Gaël Froget belongs to the streets indeed; it is intimately
linked to human life; to him, art reflects the philosophy of a country and
that of its people. He cherishes his roots, and also inebriates us with
dreams of mainland Africa, which have pigmented his adolescence.
This gigantic continent so close and sometimes a little too far from our
island has dictated his artistic practice since the beginning; «We all
have some Africa in us,» says the artist. This is perhaps why the common theme of his work remains intrinsically primitive, and also echoes
artisanal craftsmanship; this straightforward language confirms what is
nowadays becoming evident, and it reveals itself as Gaël’s inherent
approach to Fine Art.

It is the first time that the artist Gaël Froget works entirely on canvas;
these are coated and then conceptualised on the ground. Out of their
frames - to better see and imagine them - they offer the artist the opportunity to dream and create unrestrained; having unadulterated fun
and living his art as a game, real and connected to the land on which
he chooses to live his mad adventure. The unhitched canvas becomes
part of the creative process; first dragged on the floor, then nailed on
wood as an object or installed in kakemono, it reveals the experiments
of lacquered paint, oils, varnishes, plaster, coatings, acrylic, pastels,
Sumi ink, bombs, Posca markers, and diverse sanding techniques. The
artist trifles with established norms and mistreats his canvases to better appropriate them and give each one a new skin; as Miró during his
«crime positif» (positive crime), he burns, scores, lives daily with these
large works that cover the floor of his studio at Avenue Pasteur Quatre
Bornes. Reminiscent of Fontana’s work, the paintings are lacerated
and open at random. The artist mixes and melds them, as they become
the supports of other works through organic chemistry, multiple collage
processes and sewing by hand. Seeking to find wall-like effects in matter and texture, Gaël Froget delivers a quasi-unconscious account of
his origins: the need to know where he comes from, where it all began;
in graffiti, in ‘vandalism ‘, in raw street art, which is made for the world
to behold.

Gaël Froget was born in Mauritius, in 1986, with an innate flair for all
things creative. Early on he dabbles in music, drawing, and fashion
but does not begin to paint until much later. During a six-month
course in Fine Arts —required by his university in Malaysia— he
tries his hand at classic drawing. It is an “aha” moment: he discovers freedom and a vocation. For Gaël, painting is spontaneous and
freeing, and enables him to express and portray the marginalised.

2017
La Cité Mécanique - Port-Louis, Mauritius
Urban Art Fair - Paris, France
Urban Art Fair - New York, USA
Vandalise This! - Miaja Gallery - Singapore (duo with Yoshi Its)

2016
Borderline by The Third Dot - Granary Building, Port-Louis, Mauritius

2015
Face to Face with Nes Rodriguez (live painting) - Dinarobin Hotel Golf & Spa,
Le Morne Peninsu-la, Mauritius
Love is Real at AfrAsia World of Art by 3A - IBL Gallery, Port-Louis, Mauritius
Love is Real at 3A The Excellence of Art, Palm Square, Tamarin, Mauritius
Untitled solo exhibition - Shangri-La Hotel, Paris, France
Untitled solo exhibition - Shangri-La Hotel At The Shard, London, England
PORLWI - National cultural festival, Port-Louis, Mauritius

2014
Diesel campaign (collaboration) - Galeries Lafayette, Paris, France Gaël Froget X
IV PLAY collection, Mauritius
God Save the W - W Hotel, Bali, Indonesia
Nomads Art Gallery - Ruisseau Creole, Riviere Noire, Mauritius

2013
Art Vandalism - Imaaya, Mauritius
Artifice - Hennessy Park Hotel, Mauritius
We Clash (live painting) - Hennessy Park Hotel, Mauritius

2012
Artificial beauty exhibition - The Twelve, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Art Vandalism
private show - Singapore

TRANSPOZISION. In the Fine Art vernacular, transposition refers to a To discover a fluid artistic practice; to grasp each fragment of contemporestoration technique. It is one which consists of replacing the original rary artists’ eclectic universe; to dexterously uncover the spaces where
artistic medium of a deteriorated painting with a new medium.
change has taken place; that is, in part, the invitation sent to the explorers of this exhibition. Gaël Froget will never paint as he did in the past.
TRANSPOZISION. In Gaël Froget’s vernacular, it speaks of permuta- Each movement, each choice of colour, or form will be an integral part of
tions, but also of the shifts in the artist’s practices over the last decade.
his pictorial reflection.
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The writing of words, loving the expressions of his native Creole language, with its rhythmic accent. «I make an art that I understand,» says
the autodidact. The obvious art, the one close to others, and in communication with them; the art that has an efficacious function, evocative of Emil Nolde’s, fascinated by traditional African sculpture, with its
grotesque expressions full of strength and life with a perfectly simplified
form, as well as its absolute authentic character. This is how Gaël’s
painting becomes Mauritian, naturally. Because he realises that the desire to go elsewhere holds no triumph over the wealth that comes from
his native land, because he knows that it is here that he sees the birth
of his paintings’ natural energy, and because he recognises, above all
else, the importance of not being from anywhere. He began his career
by creating without really being aware that he was creating art, or that
his work could have interested his audience. Today the vehicle is undergoing a metamorphosis, but the discourse remains the same. Life is
a joyous entertainment during which it is good to harness the freedom
to actually live, and be what you are. His art - like that of Miró and Picasso - is like a child’s activity. It belongs to the local culture, telling a singular story, articulating intangible imagery, resembling the movements of
an entire people, shown on canvas. Deflecting exoticism to tinker with
the meaning of words, statements, and amalgamated techniques, the
art of Gaël Froget is inexorably as it is and as it wants to be.

The needlework stands out; before the discovery of Fine Art, the artist worked (and studied) in the world of fashion. Despite his desire to
get rid of it for a while, this particular creative process is catching up
with him now. A candid tribute to a starting point, but also a process of
assembly referring to the history of humankind, cultures and rituals.
Sewing is ubiquitous. It is and has been present everywhere and at all
times, and is linked to civilisations and their daily lives.
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Gaël, we would like to thank you for your trust and for sharing
your intimate space with us; it is oh so vibrant and colourful. Being
on this journey with you is an absolute pleasure. We are proud
to showcase your visceral art, a key contribution to the Mauritian
contemporary art movement.

Our profound gratitude also goes to our patron Rogers Capital,
its Captain Kabir Ruhee and all the team (special note for Annick
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DIFERANS #2, 2018

SOT LAKORD, 2018

RAVIV NOU KARAPAS, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel, Charcoal,
Spray paint, Marker, Collage, Sewing,
Sanding on canvas board

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel, Charcoal,
Spray paint, Marker, Collage, Sewing,
Sanding on canvas board

DIFERANS #1, 2018

128 x 164.5 cm - Rs 75 000

128 x 164.5 cm - Rs 70 000

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Charcoal, Sewing,
Sanding on canvas board

128 x 164.5 cm - Rs 80 000

128 x 164.5 cm - Rs 80 000

DERASINE, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Sanding on
canvas board

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Sanding on
canvas board

128 x 164.5 cm - Rs 70 000

PENA, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel,
Charcoal, Marker, Collage,Sanding
on canvas board

128 x 164.5 cm - Rs 75 000

PIRGATWAR, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel, Marker,
Collage, Sanding on canvas board

109.5 x 164.5 cm - Rs 72 000

INPE SIVILIZE, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel,
Marker, Collage, Sanding on canvas board

SEKI ENDAN GET DEOR, 2018
Acrylics, Sumi ink, Marker, Collage,
Sanding on canvas board

109.5 x 164.5 cm - Rs 72 000

109.5 x 164.5 cm - Rs 72 000

DEMAYE NOU AL LOT KOTE, 2018
Acrylics, Sumi ink, Charcoal, Soft & oil
pastel,Sanding on canvas board

321 x 368 cm - Rs 500 000

RITME NOU LEXISTANS, 2018
Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel,
Charcoal, Spray paint, Sewing,
Sanding on canvas board

VIE ZAKO, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel, Marker,
Collage, Sanding on canvas board

146 x 193.5 cm - Rs 140 000

109.5 x 164.5 cm - Rs 72 000

SO RASINN PE BRILE, 2018
Acrylics, Sumi ink, Papier maché,
Collage, Sewing on canvas board

113 x 158.5 cm - Rs 60 000

DEES, 2018
LERWA KOLTAR, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel,
Charcoal, Spray paint, Marker, Collage,
Sanding on canvas board

160 x 164.5 cm - Rs 95 000

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel,
Charcoal, Spray paint, Marker,
Collage, Sanding on canvas board

146 x 164.5 cm - Rs 95 000

TWA KI TWA, 2018

FOBOUR NOU KONSIANS, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel, Charcoal,
Spray paint, Marker, Collage, Sanding on
canvas board

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Marker, Collage,
Sanding on canvas board

324 x 163 cm - Rs 310 000

164.5 x 196 cm - Rs 180 000

BARBLE, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Spray paint, sewing
over patched canvas on board

120 x 135 cm - Rs 75 000

ZERO ENN, 2018

Tar spray, Enamel over canvas
mounted on PVC

DODO, 2018

Acrylics, Sumi ink, Soft & oil pastel,
Charcoal, Collage,
Sanding on canvas board

146 x 192.5 cm - Rs 195 000
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276 x 145 cm - Rs 350 000
ZERO DE, 2018

Acrylics, Oil paint, Spray paint
on canvas board

160.5 x 198 cm - Rs 240 000
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